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Response to Efficiency Maine RFI 
 
Maine Energy Systems is pleased to provide comment to be considered in the formulation of the 
Efficiency Maine Triennial Plan. 
 
Maine Energy Systems has made continued progress in the establishment of a market and culture 
of central heating using locally grown and milled wood pellets as a renewable energy heating fuel.  
In the early days of this project, Efficiency Maine was a remarkable partner with trendsetting 
rebate offers for those who switched fuel from fossil-based products to renewable biomass based 
products.  Maine truly led the way. 
 
As fossil fuel prices plummeted, and other adverse market forces damaged the Maine market, 
Efficiency Maine reduced its rebates substantially in response to its own budget pressures and 
declining product interest. 
 
In the years since that decision, the Maine pellet central heating market has been very quiet while 
the markets in New Hampshire, Vermont, and Massachusetts have shown steady growth.   
 
There are two reasons for the differences between Maine’s market decline and the market growth 
in the other northern New England states:  
 

 New Hampshire, Vermont, and Massachusetts did not experience the same adverse impact 
from the sudden distribution of a large number of poor quality systems that Maine 
experience. 

 New Hampshire, Vermont, and Massachusetts grew their incentive programs remarkably 
as Maine, the earlier leader in rebates, reduced their programs. 

 
New Hampshire 
 
As Efficiency Maine’s pellet boiler/furnace rebate went from a maximum of $5,000 to a maximum 
of $3,000, New Hampshire’s went from $5,000 to $10,000.  This clear government signal of 
support for the regional forestry markets was further strengthened with the availability of carbon 
credits for those burning renewable pellets in place of fossil fuels. 
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These two actions have led to steady growth in the pellet central heating market and a 
commensurate growth in the sale of bulk pellets, many delivered by Maine Energy Systems from 
mills in Maine. 
 
Vermont 
 
Like New Hampshire, Vermont has gradually increased its incentives for switching to biomass 
central heating.  Current maximum grant levels for residential size systems are at $6,000, but, 
again, the government has signaled its support for renewable energy and the forest products 
industries by further incentivizing fuel switching.  Vermont has removed sales taxes from biomass 
central heating systems to enhance its rebate program. 
 
Massachusetts 
 
Massachusetts, a slow-starter in the rebate program world, has the granddaddy of all incentive 
packages.  Rebates up to $12,500 for ordinary purchases of pellet central heating equipment can 
receive adders making the total value of the package $16,500, or more.  Those removing an 
outdoor wood burning boiler get further monetary advantages. 
 
Additionally, Massachusetts has made AEC (alternative energy credits) available for the renewable 
energy fuel consumed by those with pellet central heating.  These credits currently reduce the 
price of fuel by nearly one-third.  The AECs are available for the life of the boiler, which, in most 
cases, should be thirty years, or more. 
 
Recommendations for Efficiency Maine 
 
Maine citizens and the Maine forestry industry would be well-served if Efficiency Maine returned 
its rebate program at least to former levels of 30% up to $5,000.  It would be better if Maine at 
least matched Vermont with a $6,000 rebate maximum for residential scale products and a higher 
opportunity for commercial/institutional size systems. 
 
While it may be beyond the purview of Efficiency Maine, the institution of carbon credit programs 
for Mainers who consume renewable fuels, like wood pellets, in lieu of fossil fuels would further 
accelerate market growth to the benefit of the economy, the forests, and the environment in 
general. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 

 
Dutch Dresser 
Founding Director 
Maine Energy Systems 


